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- Findings in the Workstation Health Check
  - Shadow Groups instead of WMI?
  - “Receive Window Auto-Tuning Level” may impact speed across the FWSM’s or talking to the Celerra - CNR will test
  - Set services for delayed start
  - Multicast DNS (Bonjour) slows down all networking since it intercepts
  - Still haven’t gotten back the full report
- RDP Block
  - only real issue is communication
- Bitlocker
  - Needs to be set because an admin can encrypt without escrowing at the moment
- DRAC - Dell
  - Close - Certificates the last holdup
- WolfTest rebuild - Ongoing
- SCCM Patching
  - Secunia/Shavlik evaluation
  - Leaning towards Secunia because it can address alot of non-Wolftech stuff as well
  - Attempting to get finished before fiscal year change

Any Update on:
- DC for EHPS - No
- Open MS call on DCDIAG errors - No
- ADWS still giving grief - No
- SCCM push from MSSQL->MySQL - No
- FGPP for .admin accounts - No
- UID/GID Namespace for non-unity AD accounts - Talk to Libby
- GPO Modelling - No
- WolfTest - docs->AD Website - Some are there
- AD->Sysnews - Should be up soon

Action Items:
- Make the WDRAP info available when we get it
- Schedule Class to show use of WDRAP tool
- Let people know when WolfTest is usable again